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2.7. Working with spreadsheets. Building Diagrams 
The most common spreadsheet table is Excel. For versatility and ease of use interface 
Excel spreadsheet editor was the "de facto standard". Excel Spreadsheets process data in 
the mode of interpretation, because Excel computing resources are limited compared to 
compiled software code. However, in engineering calculations are often used for simple 
and neresursoyemnyh calculations. In addition, spreadsheet editor Excel has built-in 
graphic display data, are easy to use when analyzing large amounts of computation 
results. 
Excel - spreadsheet editor that is developed by Microsoft. Excel data file has an 
extension xls (xlsm, xltm, xlsx) and contains a book that is divided into sheets. Sheets in 
turn, contain cell. Cells can be placed in the data or interpreted code, such formula. In 
the letters can be placed other objects, figures, graphs and more. For established cell 
formats interpretation. Some formats are analogues of data types in programming 
languages (REAL, LOGICAL in Fortran). 
In Excel cells used following formats: numeric; pecuniary; financial; date; time; 
interest; small; exponential; textual; additional; interpreted konteksnaya common format 
(text, date, time, numeric), for example, the number 18.2 can be interpreted as 18 
February. You create custom formats. 
A cell has its own name, but must address: the column designation and terms. Perhaps 
reference not only to the address of the cell, but their range. Ranges can also combine 
and highlight sections. 
Star "is" in the first position of the cell indicates that the formula is written. By default, 
all subject to the calculation formula every time at least one value in any cell of the 
book changed. 
 
Example. Determine the sum of all values in cells of 1 to 18 A and a column of 12 to 70 
column B. 
To calculate this amount in free cell enter the formula: 
= SUM ((A1: A18) (B12: V70)). 
 
Example. Find the sum of all the values at the intersection komirkok ranges from 1 to 
30 columns A and B and 12 to 70 columns of A to C. 
To calculate this amount, the free cell enter the formula: 
= SUM ((A1: B30) (A12, C70)). 


